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Olivine and pyroxene chemistry indicates that 15065 cooled 
more slowly than 15555; this can also be deduced from plagioclase 
size. Even though the cooling rates implied are slow (3-0.3*C/ 
day) significant amounts of accumulated olivine or pyroxene are 
not found in these rocks. 

Apollo 15 quartz-normative (15065) and olivine-normative 
(15555) microgabbros contain strongly zoned pigeonite/augite 
pyroxenes (see figures). Zoning trends in pyroxene cores comform 
closely to the equilibrium crystallization trends suggesting that 
the pyroxenes maintained surface equilibrium with the bulk of the 
sample during the early stages of crystallization when the sample 
was largely liquid. Zoning trends in the pyroxene rims, however, 
depart markedly from the equilibrium trends suggesting that if 
the pyroxenes maintained even surface equilibrium, it was not 
with the bulk of the largely crystalline sample. The differences 
in the metastable pyroxene rim trends between the two samples is 
partly the result of differing bulk compositions, but since the 
late pyroxenes do not reflect even surface equilibration with the 
bulk compositions it is likely that the differences between the 
samples (e.g. Ca,Fe,Ti, and A1 rim enrichments) are amplified by 
differences in cooling rate (15555 faster than 15065). The coin- 
cidence in composition of the most magnesian pyroxenes experimen- 
tally crystallized nearest the liquidus (in high purity Fe where 
bulk composition is maintained) suggests the absence of cumulus 
pyroxene and is consistent with the samples representing liquid 
compositions. This coincidence also implies rather little super- 
cooling at pyroxene entry which is consistent with the implied 
slow cooling rate recorded by the 1-4rnm grain size and the lack 
of fine-grained groundmass. 

Olivines in 15555 zone continuously over a wide range in 
composition. Again a comparison of the equilibrium liquidus 
olivines with the most magnesian core compositions allows little 
cumulus olivine to be present and little supercooling or depar- 
ture from surface equilibrium during the initial crystallization. 
In contrast, olivines in 15065(which are preserved metastably in 
this sample) show a very limited range of composition. Individu- 
al 1 0 0 ~  crystals are unzoned; the range is observed between 
grains. The equilibrium liquidus olivines are anomalously more 
magnesian than those found in the sample. This is not inter- 
preted to imply the presence of cumulus olivine because there is 
little olivine actually present (~1%) and the pyroxenes do not 
show the anomaly expected if there were much cumulus olivine. 
Rather, it is thought that the cooling rate of 15065 was slow 
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enough for the zoned olivines originally present to homogenize 
by diffusion. 

Absolute cooling rate determinations of these gabbros cannot 
be accomplished by direct comparison with laboratory products 
because the cooling times and grain size are beyond current lab- 
oratory capabilities. However, there are three indirect methods 
available for 15065. Zr partitioning between ilmenite and ulvo- 
spinel has been used to estimate linear (assumed) cooling rate 
of %3OC/day (1). Since the Fe and Mg interdiffusion coeffici- 
ents for olivine are known (2), the same analysis can be used to 
estimate the cooling rate required to homogenize olivines over 
1 0 0 ~  distances to give an apparent equilibration temperature of 
1125OC. The results of this treatment give estimates of linear 
cooling rates from ~2 to 0.5OC/day. 

The preservation of compositional heterogeneities in pyro- 
xenes in 15065 on a 1 0 ~  scale while they are erased on a 1 0 0 ~  
scale in olivine requires that the diffusion coefficients for 
pyroxene must be more than 100 times smaller than those for oli- 
vine. Pvailable data (3) implies that they cannot be much more 
than 10 times smaller, so mineral homogenization observations 
alone bracket the allowed cooling rate. 

A third method uses plagioclase size (2-3 mm) to estimate cool- 
ing rate (4), and suggests a rate of %.3OC/day. The order of 
magnitude agreement of these three independent methods is remark- 
able and implies that 15065 was at least 10m inside a magma body 
with minimum dimensions a few tens of meters on the basis of heat 
flow constraints (5). 

Experimental crystallization at elevated pressures indicates 
that 15065 is cosaturated with olivine and pyroxene at less than 
5kb. Evidently the quartz-normative basalts have been fraction- 
ated within the crust and do not represent primary melts of the 
deep lunar interior. On the other hand, 15555 is cosaturated 
with olivine (QFo70t) and clinopyroxene (~WolOEn64) at 8.5kb. 
This may be interpreted to mean that the Apollo 15 olivine- 
normative basalts separated from a source region of slightly 
higher Fe/Fe+Mg at somewhat less depth than the Apollo 12 olivine 
basalts. These source region relations are consistent with the 
zonation expected in a large cumulate sequence produced during 
the early differentiation of the outer portions of the moon. 
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